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WHY STUDY LAW WITH US?

The University of Luxembourg’s law programmes are amongst the most outstanding opportunities
for legal education in Europe.

STATE OF THE ART MODERN TEACHING METHODS
Come and join our academic community!
The University’s transnational Bachelor programme teaches invaluable legal skills. Your education will serve as
a stepping-stone to a legal career in Luxembourg, across Europe or abroad.
Master programmes are carefully developed to ensure that students can specialise in the most cutting-edge
matters of today’s legal systems. Chose from the selection and be assured to be taught by outstanding faculty,
distinguished professors and the excellent practitioners from the field.
Education opportunities are topped by one of the leading PhD schools in law in Europe.
All our programmes benefit from the most advanced teaching methods. Come and learn through include inter-systemic problem-oriented learning, application of knowledge in legal clinical settings and the possibility to
practice skills in various moot court competitions in competitive performing teams.

HIGH-PERFORMING FACULTY AND AN EXCELLENT STUDENT – PROFESSOR RELATIONSHIP
All of our renowned teaching programmes are based on personal connections. They are designed to opens
minds, develop outstanding legal skills, mobility in thinking and ensure that you will be able to bring these skills
to action in solving key challenges of our time. Groups are small. Personal attention and support is guaranteed.
The faculty at the University of Luxembourg’s Department of Law is unique in Europe. All professors are highly
acclaimed in their field, multi-lingual and with a multi-systemic background. All are dedicated and passionate
about teaching and law. You will not find another place like this for pursuing a high-level legal education.

CLOSE LINKS BETWEEN TEACHING AND RESEARCH
During your studies as a Bachelor and Master student, or in a PhD student, you will benefit from the cutting-edge
research undertaken within the Department of Law. You will be introduced to the most pressing challenges and
discover opportunities to join the efforts of developing new solutions to them.

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS
Luxembourg is known as a place to study and practice law. Accordingly, we have established university partnerships across the world allowing students to spend their mobility semester abroad or to undertake research stays.

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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OUR STUDY PROGRAMMES

BACHELOR (3 years)

180 ECTS

Bachelor in Law

MASTERS (1 or 2 years)

60 ECTS

60 ECTS

First year
of the Master (M1)

Second year LL.M.
specialisations (M2)

Master en Droit Bancaire et Financier Européen (LL.M.)
Master en Droit et Contentieux de l’Union Européenne (LL.M.)
Master in European Economic and Financial Criminal Law (LL.M.)
Master in European and International Tax Law (LL.M.)
Master in European Business Law (LL.M.)
Master in Space, Communication and Media Law (LL.M.)

DOCTORAL EDUCATION (3 to 4 years)

Doctoral School
of Law
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180 ECTS

Bachelor in Law
The aim of the transnational Bachelor in Law is to
train multilingual, versatile, open minded legal experts
capable of thinking in terms of global law, whilst being
proficient in the techniques of national Luxembourg law.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE

STRENGTHS

• Languages : French (70%) and English (30%)

• Studying law both from a transnational and Luxembourgish perspective;
• A highly esteemed teaching staff comprising academics
and legal practicioners;
• A multilingual legal education;
• Mandatory international mobility;
• A reduced number of class hours in order to bolster independent work, intellectual curiosity and critical acumen;
• Small classes allowing a dynamic interaction between
professors and students;
• A broad outlook including other academic fields
(philosophy, economics, political science, history).

• Registration fees :
- 400€/semester (1 & 2)
- 200€/semester (3 to 6)

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

fdef-bachelor.droit@uni.lu

• Luxembourgish diploma of secondary school or foreign
diploma recognised by the Luxembourg Ministry of
Education;
• Bilingualism (French & English);
• Numerus clausus : 180.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Various Master Programmes in Law, in Luxembourg or abroad.

SÉVERINE MENÉTREY,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

• Duration : 3-year full-time programme/
6 semesters (180 ECTS), including 1 mobility
semester in a foreign country

• Application period :
- For EU students : February > April
- For non-EU students : February > April

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
CAMPUS
Belval

bad.uni.lu

“Our Bachelor in Law provides our students with a transnational legal
education that comprises the learning of Luxembourg national law, as well
as the study of the world’s main legal systems. In the quest for excellence,
the legal experts of tomorrow must be immersed in this new context from the
very start of their studies. Whether they work in Luxembourg, abroad or for
supranational institutions, in the private or public sector, they will have to be
not only fully proficient in national law, but also able to make the link between
different legal systems in a transnational perspective. Due to its position, its
research and its professors, the University of Luxembourg is particularly well
positioned to address this challenge.”

STANISLAW TOSZA,
DEPUTY PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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Master en Droit Européen
First year
The programme of the first year (semesters one and
two) offers a solid common basis in European and international law, including specialised courses on topical
aspects of EU law.

60 ECTS

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE
• Duration : 1-year full-time programme/
2 semesters (60 ECTS)
• Languages : English and French

STRENGTHS
• Offers advanced classes on institutional and substantive EU law;
• Offers specialised seminars on topical aspects of EU
law;
• Highlights the international and transnational context
of European law;
• Explores all six specialisations offered in the second
year;
• Gives the possibility to study a semester abroad at one
of our partner schools;
• Takes a global approach to today’s challenges for
European law;
• Gives the possibility to take part to the Moot Court
competitions and Law Clinic programmes.

• Registration fees :
- 200€/semester
• Application period :
- For EU students : February > June
- For non-EU students : January > April

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
llm-m1@uni.lu

CAMPUS
Kirchberg-Weicker building

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
• Applicants who have successfully completed three
years of studies amounting to 180 ECTS (typically a
Bachelor in Law or equivalent studies) are eligible to
apply for the common first year.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
The programme of the first year (semesters one and two)
offers a solid common basis in European and international
law, including specialised courses on topical aspects of
EU law.

LUCA RATTI,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
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llm-m1.uni.lu

“The Master in European Law (First year) offers a unique opportunity to
develop adequate knowledge on numerous aspects of a multi-level legal
order such as that of the EU and its member states. The teachings cover
institutional, substantive, and procedural aspects of EU, international,
and transnational law. The internationality of the student community, the
standing of internal and external professors, and the Master’s constant
connection with major EU institutions make it an enriching experience of
knowledge and exchange. Pedagogically, the Master aims at preparing
students to choose one of the six specialisations offered by the Law
Department for the second, conclusive year of LL.M.”

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

60 ECTS

Master en Droit Bancaire et
Financier Européen (LL.M.)
The Master en Droit Bancaire et Financier Européen
(LL.M.) is one of the premier programmes in this field
offered in continental Europe. The investment funds law
specialisation in the second semester of the second year
is a legal qualification unique in Europe.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE
• Duration : 1-year full-time programme
• Languages : French and English
• Registration fees :
- 200€/semester

STRENGTHS
• Acquire high-level expertise in banking and financial
law, as well as in European law, Luxembourg law and
comparative law;
• Specialise in the growing field of investment funds law;
• Make the link between theory and practice and enter
the professional world;
• Bilingual programme (taught in French and English)
offers a competitive advantage on the job market;
• Find an enriching internship or a job in the field of
banking and financial law or investment funds law.

• Application period :
- For EU students : February > July
- For non-EU students : February > April

«;

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
llm-banking@uni.lu

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

CAMPUS

• Completion of four years of studies amounting to 240
ECTS;
• B2 or higher in French and B2 or higher in English.

Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Legal careers in the banking and financial sector (banks,
financial service providers, supervisory authorities, etc.),
insurance sector or fund industry. Employment in law
firms, European banking and financial institutions or
national administrations.
Springboard for further academic studies at PhD-level.

ISABELLE RIASSETTO,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

llm-banking.uni.lu

“This Master is distinct in its design, pedagogy and content, making it unique
in Europe. The curriculum is structured by combining theory and practice
on a progressive learning curve offering a complete and targeted education
on banking, financial and investment funds law. Moreover, in addition to
renowned academics, the programme involves prestigious public and private
stakeholder representatives, at both the national and European levels in
their respective fields, whose relevant expertise broadens the programme’s
horizon and thereby enriches it.”

PIERRE-HENRI CONAC,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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60 ECTS

Master in European Union
Law and Litigation (LL.M.)
The Master in European Union Law and Litigation provides a thorough understanding of European integration
process and its judicial system.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE
• Duration : 1-year full-time programme
• Languages : French and English

STRENGTHS
• Partnership with the Legal Service of the European
Parliament;
• Participation in the programme of judges, advocate
generals and other officials of the Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU) and the EFTA Court;
• In-depth study of institutional and substantive EU law;
• Understanding of the EU legislative process;
• In-depth study of the EU’s complex procedural law,
including European court rules related to specific
litigation questions;
• Analysis of the role of domestic courts in the implementation of EU law through their dialogue with the CJEU.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
• Completion of four years of studies amounting to 240
ECTS;
• B2 or higher in French and B2 or higher in English.

• Registration fees :
- 200€/semester
• Application period :
- For EU students : February > July
- For non-EU students : February > April

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
llm-contentieux@uni.lu

CAMPUS
Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
European institutions, national administrations, law firms
and the private sector.
Springboard for further academic studies at PhD-level.

llm-contentieux.uni.lu

“Our programme offers students unrivalled access to external Faculty
(including CJEU Judges, AGs, and Référendaires), who teach courses on the
role of domestic courts in implementing EU law and on the impact of EU law
on national procedural rules, as well as courses on CJEU procedural rules and
specific procedures in the EU litigation system. In addition, our programme’s
relationship with the European Parliament, The Max Planck Institute for
International, European and Regulatory Procedural Law, and the EFTA Court
secures its unparalleled position in the educational market.”
ELEFTHERIA NEFRAMI,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
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60 ECTS

Master in European Economic
and Financial Criminal Law (LL.M.)
The programme offers students a unique opportunity
to explore the fast-growing field of European criminal
law with a special emphasis on Economic and Financial
Criminal Law.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE

STRENGTHS

• Registration fees :
- 200€/semester

• Duration : 1-year full-time programme
• Languages : French (50%) and English (50%)

• A highly-specialised and unique programme in a rapidly
developing field of law (cybersecurity, white-collar
crimes, Euro-frauds, AML-CTF, compliance);
• Innovative teaching methods and research-based
learning;
• Mandatory internship at one of Luxembourg’s leading
law firms, a national, European or international institution, a VASP, a bank or other financial institution;
• Bilingual programme (courses are taught either in
French or in English);
• Study trips to European and international institutions;
• Possibility to be part of the Luxembourg team at the
International Criminal Law moot court.

• Teaching option :
This programme can be followed part time,
over 2 years.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

llm-criminal@uni.lu

• Completion of four years of studies amounting to 240
ECTS;
• B2 or higher in French and B2 or higher in English.

• Application period :
- For EU students : February > July
- For non-EU students : February > April

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
CAMPUS
Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Field of European economic and financial criminal law
in Luxembourg or abroad, for example as a compliance
expert, white-collar crime lawyer or EU official.
Springboard for further academic studies at PhD-level.

STEFAN BRAUM,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

llm-criminal.uni.lu

“The LL.M. in European Economic and Financial Criminal Law is a unique
programme designed for those who wish to enter a career in criminal justice
or in compliance, at European or national level.
We place particular emphasis on emerging fields such as Euro-frauds, cyber
security, automated criminal justice and financial crime involving virtual
assets.
We adopt innovative and problem-solving teaching methods as well as
European, comparative and international outlook. International reputed
academics and specialist practitioners offer innovative courses on core
areas of criminal justice.
The proximity with the European Court of Justice and the European Public
Prosecutor Office offers to the students additional opportunities for their
internship.”

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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Master in European and
International Tax Law (LL.M.)

60 ECTS

The programme prepares graduates to become leaders
in their respective areas of tax expertise – be that in a
private law practice or accounting firm, in government
administration, in the judiciary, or in academia.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE

STRENGTHS

• Registration fees :
- 200€/semester

• Luxembourg’s key position in international finance and
the support of international tax law firms;
• A mix of leading academics and practitioners from
Luxembourg and Europe;
• Practical skills in a tax-practice workshop with coaching
from professional experts;
• Close interaction with research activities by the ATOZ
Chair for European and International Taxation.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
• Completion of four years of studies amounting to 240
ECTS;
• B2 or higher in French and B2 or higher in English.

• Duration : 1-year full-time programme
• Languages : French and English

• Application period :
- For EU students : February > August
- For non-EU students : February > April

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
llm-tax@uni.lu

CAMPUS
Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Law firms, Tax, accounting and financial advisory firms, Tax
administrations, European and international institutions,
Further academic studies at PhD level.

llm-tax.uni.lu

WERNER HASLEHNER,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR
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“With the constant changes in national and international tax rules, deep
study of the complex rules as well as the underlying logic and principles
becomes ever-more important. For more than 10 years, our highly-specialised
LL.M. has continuously adapted to prepare graduates for a practice in tax
law. Through these changes, and with an expert faculty consisting of
international academics and local practitioners from law firms, accounting,
tax administration, and the judiciary, we are able to provide a rounded
education that has allowed our graduates to become leaders in their chosen
practice, both in Luxembourg and abroad.”

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

60 ECTS

Master in European
Business Law (LL.M.)
Among the most innovative Master programmes in EU
law, it focuses on the europeanisation of Business Law
sectors, covering key issues and allowing students to
understand how EU Law has influenced this field and
how national legislation on Business Law will evolve in
the future.

STRENGTHS
• Be at the cutting edge of a developing field of European
law still lacking in professional specialists;
• Gain practical experience through clinical teaching and
the Consumer Law Clinic;
• Mandatory internship gives students the opportunity
to gain further practical experience;
• Taught by leading academics in the field, supported
by judges and advocate generals of the Court of the
Justice of the European Union.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE
• Duration : 1-year full-time programme
• Languages : French and English
• Registration fees :
- 200€/semester
• Application period :
- For EU students : February > April
- For non-EU students : August

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
llm-business-law@uni.lu

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

CAMPUS

• Completion of four years of studies amounting to 240
ECTS;
• B2 or higher in French and B2 or higher in English.

Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
National administrations, the European institutions, law
firms, the judiciary, banks and financial institutions.
Springboard for further academic studies at PhD-level.

ISABELLE CORBISIER,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

llm-business-law@uni.lu

“The LL.M. in European Business Law provides rigorous academic and
professional training in legal practice related to current developments in
business law, including such areas as intellectual property, data protection,
e-commerce, jurisdiction and dispute resolution, in regimes and contractual
developments related to the European and global economy. The courses are
taught by a remarkably strong group of experts in the field and prepare you
for leadership roles in the increasingly globalised marketplace. Our groundbreaking law clinic will allow you to meet and assist actual clients while
working alongside a psychologist and experienced practitioners on cases.
Together with our internship programme, it will equip you to face real-world
challenges after law school. Join us in this unique experience of learning law
in a more active, engaged, and efficient manner.”

ELISE POILLOT,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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60 ECTS

Master in Space, Communication
and Media Law (LL.M.)
The programme combines a range of courses on space
law, international and European satellite communication
law, media law, electronic communications and
e-commerce law, intellectual property law, as well as data
protection law. It covers these areas on international,
European and national level.

STRENGTHS
• Benefit from the research activities of the SES Chair
in Space, Communication and Media Law;
• Profiting from Luxembourg being a hub for ICT companies
and having an ambitious international space program;
• Optional internship allows students to gain practical
experience;
• Opportunity to follow Court of Justice of the European
Union’s jurisprudence on telecommunication, media
and ICT issues;
• Gain technical insights through visits to telecommunications installations and regulatory agencies.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE
• Duration : 1-year full-time programme
• Languages : French and English
• Registration fees :
- 200€/semester
• Application period :
- For EU students : February > July
- For non-EU students : February > April

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
llm-space-media@uni.lu

CAMPUS
Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

• Completion of four years of studies amounting to 240
ECTS;
• B2 or higher in French and B2 or higher in English.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
National regulatory agencies, ministries for telecommunication and media, private companies active in the media
and telecommunication sector, law firms, international
organisations dealing with space communication, and
development and aid institutions.
Springboard for further academic studies at PhD-level.

MARK COLE,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

llm-space-media.uni.lu

“Which documents must a startup provide when launching a new satellite ?
Where do you have to apply when your company needs additional frequencies
for performing new space activities ? How protected are your personal data
when they are communicated to an institution ? Which laws must be respected
by the media and online service providers ? Our programme answers these and
many other questions through lectures of renowned international specialists,
provides insights into the work of the relevant institutions, and offers through
an internship possibility a high probability of finding employment in one
of the technology areas covered by the programme. You will be close to the
newest developments !”
MAHULENA HOFMANN,
PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

Doctoral School of Law
The Doctoral School in Law offers an advanced training
of doctoral candidates that aims at building bridges
between different fields of law. It responds to the
needs of PhD candidates educated in different legal
systems and prepares them for competitive academic
and non-academic future carriers. General skills and
methods courses are combined with specific training
in legal topics, including themes attached to externally
funded research programmes on doctoral education.
In its mission, the Doctoral School in Law privileges the
creation of a stimulating research environment among
PhD researchers, through mobility, participation in
conferences and academic events.

PROGRAMME AT A GLANCE

SUPERVISORS’ AREAS OF EXPERTISE

dsl@uni.lu

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comparative Public and Private Law
Economic and Financial Law
European Constitutional and Administrative Law
European Criminal Law
European Private Law
European Tax Law
International Private and Public Law
Luxembourgish Law
Media, ICT and Data Protection Law
Philosophy of Law
Space Law

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
• Master’s degree in law or equivalent
• Matching supervisor’s competences

• Supervision by leading researchers
• Advanced courses & invited lectures
• Doctoral seminars
• 200€/ semester

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT
CAMPUS
Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
A law thesis prepares candidates for academic as well as
non-academic careers in the public sector (administration,
European institutions etc.) and private sector (lawyer,
corporate lawyer, bank lawyer, compliance officer, etc.).
To this end, the school has developed a network of partner
ships with the legal profession. Its special ties with
European institutions and Luxembourg as a financial
centre offer excellent career prospects for PhD candidates.

wwwen.uni.lu/studies/fdef/doctoral_school_of_law

“I have been directly involved in PhD education both as a supervisor, as a programme director and, previously, as a PhD Ombudsperson. I value the regular
direct contact with PhD researchers, through which I strive to understand
their needs in articulation with the ambitions of the Law Department, as well as
the possibility to support the early career development of future researchers
and high-skilled professionals, in line with academic integrity, autonomy, and
societal challenges.”
JOANA MENDES,
HEAD OF THE DOCTORAL SCHOOL

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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TRAINING OPTIONS

LAW CLINIC
Pioneer in Europe, the Law Clinic of the University of Luxembourg is open to public and is one of the leading legal
clinics in Europe for its pedagogical approach. Part of the Master in European Business Law, it provides an innovative
teaching method, inspired by the US models and tailored for the Luxemburgish environment. The students from the
Master are thus trained to the legal advice by academics, practicing lawyers, through meetings with real clients.
Students give advice under guidance of the teaching faculty.
This unique training enables to teach students the management of complex legal questions, on the basis of
collaboration with a researcher in psychology and the Barreau of Luxembourg. The Clinic is part of European
network of Law Clinics giving the opportunity to the LL.M. students to experience different approaches of clinical
legal education.

MOOT COURTS
“It is one thing to know the law, another to speak it.”
The Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance invites all Master students to participate in a moot court competition
during their studies. Moot courts are an excellent way to apply the knowledge acquired in the classroom and
practice the skills necessary to become a great lawyer. By taking a fictitious case, analysing the pertaining issues
and defending a fictitious party before international experts, our students gain experience that will serve them
throughout their career.
Participants take part in simulated court proceedings, draft briefs (or memorials) and participate in oral pleadings.
Students receive training during the academic year, which allows them not only to deepen their knowledge in the
respective field of law, but also to develop transferable and social skills, such as working in a team and improving
both their legal drafting and rhetorical skills. The Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance puts a strong emphasis
on the moot court experience and in the past years, our teams have achieved remarkable results.
Teams are coached by junior researchers (doctoral candidates and post-doctoral researchers). Each team is also
assigned a supervising professor. Overall activities are coordinated by Associate Prof. Aikaterini Pantazatou.
Our moot court activities are carried out with the support of Clifford Chance Luxembourg.
The Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance regularly takes part in the following moot court
competitions :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

14

International Tax Law Moot Court Competition
European Law Moot Court Competition
Concours Européen des Droits de l’Homme René Cassin
Philip C. Jessup International Law Moot Court Competition
International Criminal Court Moot Court
Frankfurt Investment Arbitration Moot Court
Monroe E Price Media Law Moot Court Competition
Manfred Lachs Space Law Moot Court Competition

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

LAUNCHING YOUR CAREER IN LAW
In Luxembourg we pride ourselves in supporting our students as they embark on their dream careers. Strong
networks exist with European Institutions including the European Court of Justice, one of the leading European
Banking and Finance hubs, the Luxembourg government, private practice and NGOs working in various fields.
Our students have outstanding internship possibilities to set themselves in a pole position to launch their
careers in the law.
Over many years we have been following the career paths of our graduates. We are proud of our alumni’s success
in developing pathbreaking careers – both in traditional legal professions and well beyond the expected.
Visit our website for video-testimonials of current and past students telling the story of law and legal careers
made at the University of Luxembourg.

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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ONE OF THE SMALLEST COUNTRIES
IN THE EUROPEAN UNION

Luxembourg :
the gateway to Europe
Located in the heart of Europe, the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg boasts a colourful history, stunning
landscape, multicultural environment and multilingual
population. The thousand-year-old capital and five
regions each have their own unique flavour and
discoveries to be made. Experience contemporary and
historic culture, explore the country’s hiking and cycling
trails, and taste world-class cuisine and local wines.

LUXEMBOURG
HEADQUARTERS OF MANY EUROPEAN INSTITUTIONS
A COSMOPOLITAN COUNTRY WHERE PEOPLE FROM
MANY DIFFERENT NATIONALITIES LIVE SIDE BY SIDE
A DYNAMIC, COMPETITIVE AND OPEN ECONOMY
WITH AN ATTRACTIVE LABOUR MARKET

visitluxembourg.com
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THE DEPARTMENT OF LAW

Professors in the picture: Pierre Hurt, Eleftheria Neframi, Dirk Zetzsche, Sévérine Menetrey, David Hiez, Isabelle Riassetto, Luc
Heuschling, Katalin Ligeti (Dean, FDEF), Luca Ratti, Herwig Hofmann (Head of Department), Elise Poillot, Patrick Kinsch, Mahulena
Hofmann, Jörg Gerkrath, Aikaterini Pantazatou, Stefan Braum, Joana Mendes, Isabelle Corbisier.
Not on the picture: André Prüm, Silvia Allegrezza, Mark Cole, Pierre Henri Conac, Gilles Cuniberti, Matthew Happold, Werner Haslehner,
Jean-Louis Schiltz, Johan Van der Walt, Martin Schierle, Thomas Mastrullo, Stanislaw Tosza.

The Department at a glance
The Department of Law of the University of Luxembourg offers a research environment unmatched in Europe.
All members of the faculty are multilingual experts in their areas with experience in various legal systems. Our
research output is considerable and the ideas discussed resonate in various language groups and publications.
Our faculty is renowned in their fields for their expertise in developing research questions with a European,
transnational and trans-systemic outlook. Junior and senior members of our faculty publish at the highest
levels, developing innovative paths in research, receiving recognition through grants, prizes, citations and as
advisors regularly consulted by national governmental bodies and European institutions.
The Department of law is very active in the organisation and hosting of conferences, workshops and seminars.
Research partnerships create a world-spanning network. Collaboration with colleagues from various disciplines
enriches the research output. Visit our website and the open-access repository Orbi-lu for further information.

REACH OUT
OUR RESEARCH AREAS

WEBSITE

Business law, Civil law, Criminal law, European private
law, European public law, Fintech and digitalization,
International law, Philosophy of law, Space, communication and media law, Tax law.

https://wwwen.uni.lu/fdef/department_of_law

PUBLICATIONS

CAMPUS

Please visit: orbilu.uni.lu/

CONTACT
dl@uni.lu

Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building

FACULTY OF LAW, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE
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ABOUT

The Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance
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Bachelor and
Master students

Different
countries
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144
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Doctoral
schools

PhD
students

The University of Luxembourg
A modern and dynamic University
At the heart of Europe
Multilingual and international
Promotion of mobility
Personal touch

* Times Higher Education - World University Rankings
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Official
languages
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FARGO

UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG

Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance, Department of Law
Campus Kirchberg - Weicker Building
4, rue Alphonse Weicker
L-2721 Luxembourg
Campus Belval
2, avenue de l’Université
L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette

UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG
Multilingual. Personalised. Connected.

Pictures: Michel Brumat, Aurélie Couvidat, Alexandre Lagarmitte, Sophie Margue
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